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ABSTRACT:
A year after the South Asia earthquake, over 60% of the survivors are still vulnerable due to the lack of
adequate shelter, the absence of basic facilities for water and sanitation and livelihood restoration. The
harsh topography, limited financial and human resources of the displaced and the environmental impact
have resulted in the construction of shelters that do not directly address the improvement in living
conditions and remain vulnerable to future disasters. This thesis presents an overview of an integrated
approach towards making the reconstruction in the earthquake affected areas of Northern Pakistan more
sustainable. The review of shelter solutions and practical recommendations aim at showing that there is no
'single best' solution in terms of shelter design. Rather a synthesis of low tech solutions for improving the
sustainability and safety of existing shelters has been provided along with an understanding of the social
mechanisms necessary to address local needs and priorities.
There are three main components that have been included to provide the primary context and discuss the
role and design for sustainable shelters in the earthquake affected areas of Northern Pakistan are the
'Review of Housing', 'Design' and the 'Structural test'. The review of housing focuses on understanding the
current role of stakeholder participation in the construction of homes, the feasibility of constructing homes
using indigenous building technology, criteria for assessing the sustainability of designs and in depth case
studies on the different housing mechanisms ( owner driven reconstruction, participatory housing and
contractor driven reconstruction). The best practices for shelter design and construction have been re-
articulated in the 'Design' section, which provides an overview of some of the construction practices that
exist and are being implemented in the field for the reasons of their efficiency, affordability and
resourcefulness. The 'Structural Test' corroborates suggestions for improving layout and floor plan of un-
reinforced masonry construction. Apart from the design of the main structural components, innovations for
improved seismic resistance, thermal efficiency, ventilation and roof-rainwater harvesting have been
presented to improve the functionality of shelter.
Thus by integrating use of suitable sheiter materials, design and construction techniques, while also
considering the implications indoor lighting, .heating and cooking and the opportunities for livelihood
generation, the construction of sustainable and safer shelters has been encouraged.
Thesis Supervisor: Leslie Norford
Title: Professor of Building Technology
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IN INTRODUCTION
Project Overview
The South Asia Earthquake that took place on
October 8th, 2005 devastated the areas of Northern
Pakistan. Over 500,000 homes were either
completely destroyed or damaged by the earthquake
leaving 3 million people homeless overnight. The
earthquake caused not only a tremendous loss of life
with initial casualties of 80,000 but also was affected
the livelihood of 60% of the surviving population.
Working ana finding alternatves Irat coula De pivotal
in the development of a community that have not only suffered a great loss of life but also has the
livelihood of generations to come at stake is an opportunity that I felt should not be passed up.
Since I have grown up in Pakistan, the improvement of living conditions and the subsequent
empowerment of these communities displaced by the earthquake became of primary importance to
me. After having visited one of the regions that had been affected by the earthquake, I saw that
there was tremendous potential to convert adversity to opportunity. As a Mechanical Engineer
concentrating in Architecture, I chose to focus on housing: the design of the shelter and its
functionality for providing security and dignity to the inhabitants.
"Sustainable Shelters for Post Disaster Reconstruction" focuses on an integrated approach for
reconstruction after the South Asia Earthquake. It looks at shelter provision in the context of post
disaster reconstruction and how that could be used to improve living conditions that had existed to
the prior earthquake while minimizing the vulnerability of the communities to future disasters as
well. The design and construction of homes to be safer and sustainable, especially in the rural and
remote areas of Northern Pakistan, with a focus on the local needs of the communities and the
indigenous technology provides context to the shelter provision. However, designing from an
architectural and technical standpoint does not guarantee the implementation of safer and more
sustainable housing. In fact social acceptability of design and construction and its ability to be
locally sustained should always be in question.
A core component of the sustainability of the reconstruction process which takes into account the
social, environmental (See Appendix 2) and financial constraints is to allow for the participation of
the key stake holders (the inhabitants and the organizations involved in the reconstruction).
Planning and strategizing to achieve key stakeholder participation through mechanisms that
provide livelihood generation are necessary for implementation. The research done for this thesis
and the findings are thus aimed at assisting individuals and organizations involved in the
reconstruction. These may include NGOs, donors or people looking for ideas about shelter design.
Furthermore the integrated approach towards the reconstruction has applications for not only
housing but health, energy and the environment as well.
This approach is different to that adopted for prior research. A lot of thought has been given to the
design of shelter and of its adaptation to the local needs of disaster affected communities but the
overall sustainability of the design and implementation has not been included. Also, there is a
significant quality of research on traditional housing in Northern Pakistan but the need for an
innovative approach given the changing environment and the financial constraints of the
inhabitants have not been addressed. Many individuals (architects, engineers, policy makers etc)
and organizations (Government of Pakistan, NGOs and international aid agencies) are involved in
the reconstruction of homes to alleviate the conditions of those who have been displaced by the
earthquake. They have some primary literature available regarding their selection of design and
construction activities. The exchange of literature itself has been unsuccessful because of the
fixed agendas, priorities and budget of the organizations. In fact most of these key players are
hesitant to make any amendments to their plans unless their economies of construction will be
beneficial to them. This requires improved design alternatives to be linked with improvements in
the economies of reconstruction. Thus sustainable design must be viewed in the context of
improved environmental, financial and social criteria. Then only will it be possible for suggestions to
be disseminated and implemented in a collaborative manner.
Methodology
This document is divided into four main sections to provide the primary context, discuss the role
and design for sustainable shelters in the earthquake affected areas of Northern Pakistan. Before
discussing the organization of the thesis, some information about the way in which this
organization was achieved is required.
Initially the scope of the project was defined in order to identify the desired outcomes. The next
step involved collecting background information, making initial contacts, redefining objectives and
planning the reconnaissance for evaluating housing construction quality and the cultural, financial
and environmental appropriateness of the designs.
Both Literature and fieldwork important in the selection of criteria to assess the suitability of
materials, design and construction. The objective was to gauge and understand the initiatives that
had been undertaken and to learn from the past in terms of what to promote and what to avoid in
reconstruction. Objectivity was vital to the methodology. However, the findings in this report have
been shaped to an extent by the value judgments presented in literature and by those who are
involved in the reconstruction process.
For this project an extensive study of literature was pursued. This included the subjects of shelter
after disaster, indigenous architecture in rural areas, performance of traditional housing in
Pakistan, reduction of earthquake losses through improvements, shelter delivery mechanisms and
strategizing reconstruction to include livelihood restoration. A great deal was learnt from reading
case studies about post disaster reconstruction programs.
Some of the regions affected by the earthquake were visited over the winter 2005 and in the
summer of 2006 to gain a reasonable understanding of the demographics, the climatic constraints,
the demand for housing stock and the type, availability, cost and amount of materials for
construction. The field visit was also helpful in identifying some of the immediate needs of the
displaced pertaining to shelter and observing the cross-section of shelter solutions that were
available. The main goals for the field work were to observe how the shelter packages had been
adapted locally and how transitional shelters had evolved over the year. Analyzing what
components organizations had identified in construction, while promoting the reduction in
vulnerability of rural homes to seismic risk was also important. The fieldwork was helpful in
establishing a relationship with community partners for future collaboration. Correspondence with
some of the organizations operating in the area has continued after the field visit.
Details of the locations for fieldwork are as follows:
Figure2 : View of Siran Valley
1. Siran Valley 2.Mansehra 3. Chakhamma Valley
4.Muzzafarabad
Siran Valley
The Siran Valley is in a mountainous region that is
situated above 6000 feet in the North West Frontier
province of Pakistan. Illiteracy, rampant poverty and
the lack of health cover are characteristic amongst
the population of 96,000 people, who occupy remote
and dispersed hamlets in the valley. Most of the
settlements are scattered along the mountain side.
People have chosen to live along the terraced or
semi-slopped regions so that any flat land can be
used for agriculture and growing crops such as
tomatoes, maize and rice. The terrain itself though
lush is difficult to maneuver around especially in the
monsoon season as frequency of landslides
escalates.
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The Siran Valley was one of the worst hit regions by the October 2005 Earthquake 1.
* Out of the total 13,562 homes, 8,416 totally
collapsed ( nearly all the homes made of mud
collapsed) and 1,434 have suffered damages
such as cracks in the structure.
* For only 3,712 homes can corrugated galvanized
sheet iron and timber be salvaged for
reconstruction
* The accessibility of the valley itself has been
constrained because of frequent landslides whichonen LI otoc m L jar venicuia lrac- L- ar-l isL me oniy---l
n etfo bl ck the dirt vehicular track that is the only
link 
to the 
region.
Kodar, Sachan and Jabar were the villages to which field visits were made.
Chakhamma Valley
The Chakhamma Valley is situated in the province of
Azad Jammu and Kashmir. The valley is home to
5,000 households with a total population of 25,000. The
region, with its fragile mountain ecology, has been
characterized by its underdeveloped physical
infrastructure, lack of social services market utilities and
harsh winter conditions for which the valley is snow-
covered from the months of October to March.
Figure3 : View of Chakhamma Valley
Out of the earthquake affected areas, the Chakhamma Valley is one of the most devastated and
underserved regions2.
* 80% of the homes collapsed or were damaged to the extent that they are inhabitable
* Most of the infrastructure for drinking water and irrigation has been damaged by the
earthquake, leaving the region in a water crisis. Women spend 2 to 3 hours a day to
collect water from the springs that are located at a further distance, since the local water
sources had been polluted by debris.
* The few roads that provide access to the valley have been damaged by the earthquake.
The damages have further been compounded by floods and landslides caused due to the
heavy rainfall during the monsoon season.
Five villages were visited namely Garthama, Garthama batangi, Hama, Hama Batangi and Kathia.
Reconstruction had been initiated in most of the villages. Apart from Kathia, most of the villages
had demonstration homes as well. The visit to the villages of Tarana and Cham (where some
'Source: http://beahrselp.berkeley.edu/Siddigui%20Report %20Siran%20Valley%20Jan%2006.htm2 Source: From Relief to Reconstruction- An update from the earthquake affected areas of Northern Pakistan
traditional homes made with timber bracing and mud/ stone infill had survived the earthquake and
after shocks) were not possible due to the bad road condition.
Organization of thesis
The second chapter Review of Housing combines findings from both existing literature and from
my own fieldwork from the past winter and summer. The critique is meant to be constructive in
terms of identifying avenues for innovation through an improved understanding of obstructions and
limitations in the current reconstruction process. The first part provides and overall and
comprehensive picture of the stakeholder participation (Govemment, aid agencies, NGOs and the
local community involved in the process ). The second section explores the feasibility of
constructing homes using indigenous technology while providing a background on the development
of traditional construction and its performance during the earthquake. The third section explores
the different criteria, i.e. the taxonomy that could be used for differentiating designs based on their
success at addressing sustainability concerns. The forth section goes into detail of the current
reconstruction process, looking at from the aspects of owner driven reconstruction supporting local
innovations, participatory housing projects aimed at improving traditional construction, contractor
driven reconstruction that aims to educate regarding safer construction practices or provide quick
shelter delivery.
The third chapter Design addresses the criteria that were presented in the previous chapter by
providing an overview of some of the construction practices that exist and are being implemented
in the field for the reasons of their efficiency, affordability and resourcefulness. The material, cost
and construction details for the foundation, framework, wall and roof have been included. Four
main innovations for improved seismic resistance, thermal efficiency, ventilation and roof-rainwater
harvesting have been presented in response towards expanding beyond shelter construction and
including the general conveniences that could have an impact on improving living conditions.
The forth chapter Structural Test presents a short study of the first order analysis of un-reinforced
masonry construction. It provides an overview of an experiment that could be used to understand
the performance of un-reinforced masonry structures when subjected to seismic activity. Results
from the study have been used to corroborate suggestions for improving layout and floor plan of
un-reinforced masonry construction.
REVIEW OF HOUSING
Overview of the Reconstruction Process
The sustainability of the reconstruction process in the Northem Areas of Pakistan after the South
Asia Earthquake of October 2005 poses a tremendous challenge. It not only involves the
construction of close to 500,000 homes to shelter the displaced population of 3 million people in
the long term but also the rehabilitation of areas which have been buried amongst the rubble.
I ne post-aisaster reconstruction OT nomes is viewea to De
critical for sheltering the displaced and securing their assets
since a substantial proportion of the inhabitants' holdings
and resources are implemented in the process. For the past
year and a half, the Government of Pakistan, local NGOs
and international organizations have been striving to
provide shelter to the displaced. Soon after the earthquake,
the Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority
(ERRA) was formed under the Government of Pakistan to
oversee tne reconstruction practices ana policies anaFigure 4: Tents for temporary hence coordinate the activities between various key
relief- Balakot Dec 2005 players. However, ERRA's success at building back better
has been limited as an appropriate level of coordination
between the key players and the improvement of existing infrastructure to provide adequate and
efficient shelter services given the financial, social and environmental constraints in the region
have not yet been achieved. As a result of this major those who survived are still displaced; 60% of
whom are still living in tents.
At present ERRA is promoting three designs using concrete, brick masonry and stone masonry
that are to be used as standard materials in the reconstruction. ERRA has also established 'hubs'
to the supply of materials such as cement, gravel, steel etc. Also ERRA and UN-Habitat partnered
with other local NGOs to provide training to masons and carpenters for using these materials.
However, the reconstruction process is dependent on ERRA mainly because the organization is
responsible for providing cash grants in installments for the successful construction in stages which
comply with the construction materials and labor. The first installment was worth Rs. 25,000 (to
allow construction to the plinth level) and remaining 125,000 are to be spent to complete
construction of the home. However, a year and a half after the earthquake a significant majority of
the population still inhabit make-shift shelters although the material chains and trained workers are
in place. This is for a number of reasons. Firstly, although material hubs in the main villages and
valley bases have been set up, it is nearly impossible for individuals to transport vast quantities of
cement, gravel and steel rebar to remoter locations which are inaccessible by road. Secondly the
surveying of homes for damages was delayed due to the harsh weather conditions and lack of
access. Thus people have been hesitant to reconstruct or repair their damaged homes before they
were surveyed in fear that they might now receive any compensation if the evidence of damages is
not present. Also, most of the designs were issued for construction of homes below an altitude of
5000 feet. However, since a significant majority of the homes are located at higher altitudes, many
people decided to inhabit rudimentary shelters before investing any more resources in a design
that would not get the government's approval and hence no monetary compensation. Sadly, these
were the households that should have been targeted and prioritizes since they would be
experiencing harsher weather conditions than the rest.
Apart from ERRA, other NGOs and international
organizations have been motivated to alleviate the
living conditions of the earthquake affected
communities by providing outreach to assist from
temporary/ make-shift shelters to safer and more
seismically resistant housing. The attempt is to
decentralize the decision making process.However,
most organizations and aid agencies have very
different agendas and priorities for achieving this
FigureS. Shelter mix- Jabbar (Siran eventual goal. While for some, the use of local
Valley) July 2006 materials and the improvement of traditional(starting top) reinforced concrete construction methods has been the focus, for others the
construction, traditional un-reinforced use of prefabricated components has been adopted as
masonry construction and tent an appropriate shelter solution. Prefabricated shelters
that are designed by engineers and built by established
contractors have been viewed to provide solutions for quick and mass construction. Most of these
include manufactured components that are transported to and assembled on site. Although, these
shelters are highly engineered to be 'safer' than traditional construction, they are very expensive
and not culturally acceptable. Thus their adaptability and adoptability is limited. Also, hiring labor
from other areas to build homes has denied the local population the opportunity to be actively
involved in the reconstruction and hence does not enhance local capacity. At the other end of the
spectrum, shelter designs that support traditional material construction and skills have been viewed
to be inexpensive and adaptable solutions. At present, there are a handful of organizations that are
proponents of improving traditional construction but their impact is localized to remote villages and
is thus isolated from the larger context of reconstruction. In fact the ineffective system of
dissemination and the limited organizational capacity prevents these suggestions from being
adopted by other affected communities. Thus the feasibility and scalability of both isolated
approaches are limited.
On the other hand, the mix of shelter solutions for accommodating appropriate disaster mitigation
in reconstruction and for improving living conditions has posed further complexities to the
sustainability of the reconstruction. Some of these include:
* the exploitation of already scarce resources such as timber
* the lack of management and minimization of waste
* the promotion of materials with a high embodied energy such as concrete and steel instead of
reusing and recycling materials from debris in the construction of homes
* the increased dependence on prefabrication which has counteracted the enhancement of local
capacity
* the non-penetration ot international aid and the absence of
seismic consideration for shelter construction in remoter
areas. See figure
These elements have increased the vulnerability of the
community, housing stock and the environment during the
reconstruction of homes. Figure 6. Rural house rebuilt
without seismic consideration.
In view of the long term implications of the
reconstruction, the potential the current
reconstruction process has to improve indoor
living conditions that had existed prior to the
earthquake has not been exploited. It is
unfortunate that although the Pakistani
Government and other agencies are allocating
resources to setting up health facilities in the
area, there is no effort being made to address
Figure7. Makeshift shelters in the village of the health hazards that had existed prior to the
Jabar (Siran Valley) July 2006 earthquake. Studies conducted by the Aga Khan
Foundation in the region concluded that the
inefficiencies in housing structure and other housing products have been responsible for the
increase in expenditure on healthcare, fuel wood, and house repair in the past. These inefficiencies
have further contributed to the poverty burden. At present, the organizations involved in the
reconstruction have prioritized the construction of homes that are seismically sound, but are not
necessarily insulated. Also, the traditional biomass stoves for cooking and kerosene lamps for
lighting continue to be used and promoted as a part of the various shelter packages. This means
that people still continue to burn large quantities of biomass indoors for heating in the harsh winter
and cooking purposes. For the inhabitants, this increases the probability of acute respiratory
problems. Indoor air pollution claims 160,000 lives (mostly women and children) annually in
Pakistan, which is twice the number of lives that were lost during the earthquake. Thus in order to
alleviate the conditions of the earthquake affected population; a conscious effort needs to be made
to address the inefficiencies in housing structure and products.
Another aspect that reconstruction is not addressing directly is livelihood generation. After the
earthquake, about 63% of people have reported the loss of income due to the earthquake with 31%
saying that they do not have enough income to even survive. It is crucial to engage the local
community in the reconstruction and restore livelihoods through different construction activities for
a number of reasons. Firstly, the dignity of affected population, usually associated with sweat
equity, would be marginalized if they are not actively engaged in the decision making and
construction process. Thus there is a possibility of resentment or low self-esteem that could be
created by keeping the main stakeholders, i.e. the people who are in need of shelter, at the
periphery of the reconstruction. On the other-hand, a culture of idleness could be created. In some
of the communities, the presence of aid from international agencies or other NGOs has been
regarded to hinder the development of communities in the future for this reason. With an increasing
dependence on outside sources for shelter provision (materials, design and construction) social
organization would be discouraged at the community level and hence lead to further inequality and
disparity. Thus there is a chance to address the large loss of livelihood and frustration of those
whose lives have been restricted to tents through participatory development and the training in low-
tech manufacturing techniques of housing components.
The discussion previously has focused on the defining some of the characteristics of the
reconstruction process to date and leading further to some insights of what the future implications
of decisions regarding shelter provision could be. However, there are many other facets to the
reconstruction apart from shelter construction. The displaced population is and will remain
vulnerable not only because of the lack of adequate shelter but also the absence of amenities such
as potable water and sanitation. The improvement in domestic living conditions needs to take into
account the reduction in indoor air pollution, the improvement of solid waste disposal and the
provision of clean water while addressing the need for shelter to sustain basic household and
domestic activities such as cooking, heating and lighting. Given the topographic, financial and
social constraints it may be impossible to address these improvements in the reconstruction
process all at once and hope that they are adopted by organizations in charge of the construction
of homes or residents building their own homes. Shelter is more of a process than a product
therefore prioritizing the needs and performance criteria at the various stages are necessary.
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Given the current state of the reconstruction process, the affected population will remain vulnerable
to future earthquakes, financial losses due to inefficient building practices and growing poverty
burden. This vulnerability can be significantly reduced by integrating design and dissemination of
construction practices that are targeted at making traditional homes safer and sustainable- i.e.
focusing on incremental improvements that make use of indigenous technology as opposed to
disruptive technology (imported solutions). However, one must also be aware that there is not
single solution for 'getting technology right'. In fact in order to achieve locally motivated
reconstruction and commitment towards improved building practices, community benefits(opportunity, security and empowerment) and income generation must be incorporated along with
the use of suitable materials and the customization of design to local needs and priorities. Thus in
order to improve the sustainability of the reconstruction process the economies of construction, the
policies and strategies for implementation are as crucial as the shelter design itself.
Note on the evolution of traditional construction
In the rural areas of northern Pakistan, homes built using un-reinforced masonry performed poorly,
i.e. they either collapsed or suffered damages during the October 2005 earthquake. Observations
of the damage of buildings in the recent earthquake provided indications of the structural
performance.
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Figure 9. Structural performance of traditional homes during the earthquake
Traditionally homes in the northern areas of Pakistan have been built using the local materials;
stone, mud and wood. The people in these areas were aware of the seismic history and did
discover ways to mitigate the prevalent hazards using local materials while optimizing their material
properties. The use of thick stone walls with mud mortar provided adequate thermal mass, which
helped maintain comfortable indoor conditions. However, since these walls were vulnerable to
lateral movements such as those produced as a result of an earthquake, indigenous technology
was developed to improve the seismic resistance. In areas where stone and timber were abundant,
stone walls laced with lateral and cross timbers were found to be popular. The use of inbuilt timber
framework with diagonal bracing and mud pressing within the body of the wall increased the rigidity
of the structure (see figure), was also developed to provide load bearing system for the heavy
earthen roof in areas where regular sizes of timber and stones were not available.
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Figure: 10 Traditional wall Figure 11: Detail of mud and stone infill wall(a) Stone wall laced with lateral & cross timbers with timber cross bracing(b) Domestic wall construction at Patan & Darkot
Craftsmanship was developed to make use of mud, stone and wood for residential construction
However over the years, traditional forms of construction in the Northern areas of Pakistan have
also evolved. Free-lying stones from the valley have replaced the rough cut and river bed stones
as walling material. Also, in many regions sawn timber columns and beams have been replaced by
the use of poles, i.e. thin trees of variable dimensions due to either the lack of local procurement of
timber or high cutting costs. Bending and susceptibility to insect and fungal attack have posed a
problem in cases where the timber/ poles have been cut prematurely or have not been treated
adequately. However, traditionally measures have been taken to preserve the timber roofing by the
addition of a thick layer of grass and brushwood which was then plastered over with straw mixed
mortar.
Closer to the urban areas, there has also been a switch to the use of modern materials such as
reinforced concrete (for frame and roof slab) and cement blocks (walling material) where with the
introduction of new roads these materials have become accessible through local markets. Homes
built using these materials as opposed to stone and mud were considered to be stronger and more
stable before the earthquake. Another advantage was that unlike traditional construction, the cost
and the time required for maintenance of the reinforced concrete homes though there were high
initial upfront costs. Those who could not afford to construct their entire house out of reinforced
concrete chose to use dry stone masonry for the walls and reinforced concrete slabs for the roof.
In some cases individuals who could afford reinforced concrete construction spent additional
money dressing the walls by pressing stones into the concrete fagade, instead of improving the
reinforcement. However, the use of concrete requires quality control if the material properties are
to be taken advantage. In rural areas that are remote and difficult to access, it becomes nearly
impossible to provide such measures and expect them to be sustained by the local population
which has little skill regarding these construction practices.
Thus at present, there is a complex dynamism in the region where 'modernization' and
deterioration are occurring simultaneously. This resulted in extremely poor performance of
residential buildings during the earthquake. Nearly all homes built out of reinforced concrete either
collapsed or were severely damaged. However, in some cases traditional construction which made
use of both local materials and labor performed well under seismic loads. For example, the old two
storey house shown in Figure using wood framework and stone and mud infill walls with bracing,
survived the earthquake where as the more recent homes were reduced to rubble. This illustrates
that indigenous technology in some cases was more
reliable than the reinforced concrete or cement block
construction in the area.
Figure 12. A double storey house in the
village of Tarana that survived the
earthquake. (Courtesy Mr. Muhammad
Na7arl
Given the context of post disaster reconstruction would improvements to modern construction or
traditional construction be more sustainable? As we have seen the use of modern materials for the
construction of homes in rural and remote areas does not support the involvement of residents and
creates further complexities as it is difficult to transport large quantities of the material to the
location and also monitor and ensure quality control in the construction. On the other hand,
traditional construction in its present form is not entirely appropriate for several reasons. Although
the popular use of timber in traditional construction was primarily driven by its availability, the
current demand for timber due the reconstruction phase is far from being fulfilled. The unabated
harvesting of wood for firewood and poles and timber for shelter reconstruction presents a glaring
threat to the already declining wood stocks. Before the earthquake it was estimated that woody
biomass was declining at the rate of 4-6% per year, which is the second highest declining rate in
the world (IUCN, 1998) and if harvesting continued unabated at the rate assessed in 1995, wood
stocks would get completely consumed between the year 2015 and 2025 (PFRI, 2000). Also, the
removal of stones from slopes for construction has increased the destabilization of soil in the areas
and can lead to further soil erosion and landslides. These concerns place the appropriateness of
the use of wood and stone for reconstruction in a new light and add new restraints to the design,
unless these materials are salvaged from prior construction.
An innovative approach must be taken to improve the safety and sustainability of traditional
construction, within the given environmental constraints. In terms of safety, elements that increase
the vulnerability of traditional homes should be avoided in reconstruction. An evaluation of how
similar structures have responded to earthquakes can provide guidelines for what to avoid when
designing and prioritizing for improved structural behavior. For example damage patterns of the
traditional stone masonry construction in Anatolia (Turkey) were observed by Coburn in Seismic
Vulnerability and risk reduction strategies for housing in Eastern Turkey. Some of the mentioned
priorities include resisting the separation of wall, preventing roof collapse, strengthening walls,
providing vertical reinforcing and choosing an appropriate structural form for the building. In the
context of sustainability, salvaging wood from previous construction and reducing the demands of
timber framework through the promotion of reinforced load bearing walls would lead to a significant
reduction in wood stock consumption. By using local materials for insulation, less firewood would
be required for heating. The intervention of fuel efficient and smokeless stoves would also cut
down on the use of firewood and improve indoor health conditions. Thus while preserving the
familiarity of construction, improvements on the safety and efficiency should be made through
referring to low-cost materials and simple techniques.
Criteria for 'sustainable design'
In the previous sections there has been a general discussion of what different criteria are required
of shelter design. The two main overarching criteria are sustainability and safety. Sustainable
design in the context of post disaster reconstruction is not about providing the inhabitants with a
roof overhead and rudimentary services for cooking, lighting and heating. Rather sustainable
design should take into account all the facets of housing including the provision of shelter, security
and safety. The inhabitants should be able to maintain adequate living conditions without
burdening resources if the population density was to increase or if another earthquake/ natural
disaster were to occur. In the larger context, sustainable design is capable not only of post disaster
mitigation but an overall improvement in living conditions, an increase in energy efficiency, poverty
alleviation and reduction of climate impact vulnerability.
There are a number of criteria that could warrant the sustainability of shelter design. As mentioned
at the end of the 'Note on Traditional construction' section, there is a need to preserve the
familiarity of construction while incorporating improvements that are low-tech and use local
materials to address issues of safety and efficiency. For this the participation of the key
stakeholders (the residents), material use and the design details of the shelter itself are all crucial
and must be prioritized during the reconstruction process. These criteria have been compiled in
matrix form and presented towards the end of the section.
Stakeholder participation
Firstly, the review of the current reconstruction process reveals that in order to sustain any
improved building practices, it is necessary to involve the residents at all stages- i.e. during the
design and planning, construction and maintenance process. It is critical for the success of the
project that the priorities and the local needs are taken into account in the stages of planning and
design. In most cases people have a fair idea of what improvements are required in their current
situation. What they do not have at times are the means and the resources (human, financial and
technical) for achieving them, for which the creation of trust and partnership for the mutual learning
is of great value. In cases of participatory reconstruction programs, this is established by
information sharing, collaboration and consultation. However, there is also recognition of reducing
the dependence on outside resources. This goal is resonant amongst many of the organizations
managing / overseeing the reconstruction and is articulated through the development of initiatives
to enable and empower the local community. The degree to which this goal is encouraged and
achieved depends on the financing strategies, which are compliant with the sociology and the
economics of the poor. Thus for owner driven reconstruction it is essential to target the affordability
of construction improvements and also make the link between cost savings in the long run
apparent. By including women, who are not only responsible for running the household but
managing the livestock and land, in the process gender equity and empowerment would also be
encouraged. Since women have a greater sense of ownership than men, they would be more
motivated to invest their time and resources in improved building practices. In case of subsidized
reconstruction, incentives could also be provided to involve the local community through the
subsidized construction materials or the opportunities for livelihood generation.
Also in order to encourage owner driven reconstruction the design should be compatible with
traditional and local architecture. Through the promotion of culturally acceptable practices there
would be a greater transmittance of design as it is learned and shared amongst members of the
earthquake affected communities. The local community would also have the skills that would be
sufficient to maintain and adapt the shelter in the later stages.
Materials
The design should promote the use of suitable materials, which may either be local materials or
market materials that are raw or manufactured. Raw materials include stone, timber, lime (for
plaster), mud, straw etc. Some of the manufactured materials include concrete, steel rebar, wire
mesh, galvanized iron sheets etc. Apart from the costs of material, the suitability would be
determined by their availability and accessibility in general. Those that are available locally should
be procured in an environmentally friendly way (especially stone and timber) or salvaged from prior
construction (rubble for infill, timber columns and posts etc). Market materials should be lightweight
if they are to be transported to remoter locations. They should come in standard sizes with
minimum packaging and be able to be reused and recycled. For cladding materials, it is essential
that they have water, fire and vector resistance.
Figure 13. Cross-section of materials being used in the reconstruction of homes (starting from top left) dried
straw, concrete footing, sand, salvaged wooden planks, wire mesh, salvaged timber posts, cement blocks,
gravel, wood and stone collected from debris.
DesiQn
Adaptability, flexibility and livability are some of the key attributes of sustainable design. These
attributes refer to the use, the accessibility and the ability to upgrade the indoor space. The
allocation of space is also very important. The design should accommodate the needs of the
inhabitants, i.e. it should allow the household and livelihood support activities that are characteristic
in that locality since the shelter is supposed to function as a living space. The resulting space
provision in the design should take indoor activities such as cooking, sleeping, cleaning,
entertaining and domestic activities for women such as sowing etc and outdoor activities of
washing, drying food and housing livestock into account. Privacy and security of the inhabitants is
equally important and since most people are conservative in their living, there need to be two
rooms at least to ensure the privacy of both the male and female members of the family. Also
hygiene maintenance needs to be addressed since the lack of specification in place for bathing and
elimination has been a pressing issue in the past. These features would contribute to the cultural
acceptability of the design.
The design should aim for improved seismic resistance and thermal efficiency. Improved seismic
resistance is crucial since building collapse was the primary cause of death in the earthquake.
Improved thermal efficiency, which involves maintaining comfort conditions without compromising
resources and also finding ways to provide affordable warmth while reducing fuel consumption,
CO2 emissions and respiratory disease for the inhabitants, is equally important. The maintenance
of adequate comfort conditions, i.e. the indoor temperature, ventilation and day-lighting is another
sustainable design feature. The indoor temperature can be maintained at a comfortable level
through the use of insulated walling, flooring, and roofing. Doors and windows should be designed
to minimize the drafts entering the shelter. In areas where in-door heating and cooking is used,
adequate ventilation through the use of operable windows should prevent the build up of smoke
within the living space which is a potential health hazard. This can also be achieved through the
implementation of stoves with smoke extraction. The orientation of the shelter and positioning of
openings can be used to maximize on passive and solar gains.
A matrix that compiles the various criteria has been presented on the following page. It will be used
later to compare the sustainability of different designs.
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Case studies
This section has been included to provide a reflection of the different shelter solutions that have
been incorporated in owner driven, participatory and contractor driven reconstruction. Although, the
over all goal of reconstruction is to build back better and mitigate the impact of future natural
disasters in the region, individuals constructing their own homes and the organizations assisting
reconstruction have prioritized different criteria. Achieving sustainability of reconstruction has not
been defined as an absolute goal since solutions have focused on the cost and time aspects of
shelter delivery. In many cases structural safety has been prioritized because of the poor
performance of most homes during the earthquake. (In the province of AJK 84% of the total
housing stock and in NWFP over 36% of the homes were damaged or destroyed). However, the
focus on the livability of the shelters and the improvement of conditions to prevent congestion and
lack of hygiene and ventilation has not been included.
Thus in order to gauge the success of different projects and make suggestions for best practices ,
context must be provided to the social, economic and environmental costs associated with the
different projects. Project specific information regarding the local and market materials being used,
the accommodation, the material and labor costs and the thermal performance have been
compiled. Also, in order to evaluate the designs in the context of sustainability, the 'sustainable
design criteria' matrix has been applied. See the end of this section for the summary and the
comparison.
Local innovation through owner driven reconstruction
In rural areas of Northern Pakistan, owner driven reconstruction has two different facets. In some
areas there is still not enough awareness about building for safety due to which homes have been
built without any seismic or thermal consideration. Owner driven reconstruction, in the absence of
aid/ help from NGOs and international agencies, has also led to the adaptation of shelter designs
to meet demands within the given financial and resource constraints. These have given rise to
isolated examples of local construction innovations for improved seismic resistance and thermal
efficiency but they have not been documented by official sources because of the lack of high end
engineering. As a result no effort has been made to evaluate their suitability to be scaled and
replicated during the reconstruction process. Following section looks at some of the local
innovations that were observed during the field visits to the two earthquake affected regions- the
Siran Valley and the Chakhamma valley (for more information on the Siran and Chakhamma Valley
refer to the Introduction Section).
Siran Valley
The three villages that were visited in the Siran Valley were Jabar, Kodar and Sachan. Here a
number of local innovations vis-A-vis improved construction practices were observed.
Figure 15. Shelter construction in Siran Valley
1. Shelter A- Village of Jabar
a. Well constructed light roofs pitched to provide additional space for storage and ventilation.
b. Most of the wood for framework, the truss for the roof and doors were salvaged from prior
construction.
c. Individuals belonging to the same extended family had constructed their homes in a
cluster. The rooms that were central were used as the main living spaces because of the
cooler indoor conditions.
2. Shelter B- Village of Jabar
a. Use of a light flat inclined roof.
b. Large openings were chosen next to those areas where cooking would take place in order
to improve indoor ventilation.
c. The main poles supporting the roof had been embedded in the ground however beams
carrying the roof had been placed on columns. The structure's stability would not be at par
because of the inability to transfer loads from the roof to the timber posts due to the lack of
adequate connections between the column and the beam
3. Shelter C- Village of Kodar
a. Homes are clustered.
b. Type of construction determined by the functional needs.
i. Inhabitants reside in the house (shown as top most in the picture) made from
timber frames using stone and mud infill and to which mud and straw plaster was
applied on the outside and inside.
ii. Shelter (central in the picture) using un-reinforced masonry and heavy earthen
roof construction utilized for keeping living and storing agricultural produce. The
roof was used to dry fruit and straw and also for outdoor sleeping in the hot
summer.
iii. Shelter (bottom most in the picture) made from salvaged wood framework and
mud construction functioned as the primary kitchen.
4. Shelter D- Village of Sachan
a. Shelter used as a store for supplies and a local tea shop.
b. Uses light roof construction supported by load bearing stone and mud wall reinforced using
diagonal bracing and plastered on the inside and outside.
c. Well fitted wooden doors and windows (also salvaged from prior construction).
Chakhamma Valley
The four villages that were visited in the Chakhamma Valley were Garthama, Garthama Batangi,
Hama and Hama Batangi. The adapted shelters were innovative and address the immediate needs
of the households. Better quality construction was present in areas where the families had some
construction skills and access to material and financial resources.
Figure 16 Shelter construction in the Chakhamma
ValIPv
1. Shelter E- Village of Garthama Batangi
d. Shelter used for livestock
e. Straw pressed in between two layers of galvanized iron sheets providing insulation to keep
the shelter cool during the sweltering heat.
f. Bags of mud placed along the periphery of the triangular structure to keep the water out
during the rainy season.
2. Shelter F- Village of Garthama Batangi
g. Multi room house constructed salvaging wood from previous framework on which a
combination of wood planks and corrugated galvanized iron (CGI)sheets were applied for
cladding
h. Gable roof used to provide storage and an air cavity at the ceiling level. Overhang included
providing shade from the sun and protecting the walls from rain.
i. A number of windows situated to improve ventilation to cool the indoors since the house
was not insulated.
3. Shelter G- Village of Hama
j. Light gable CGI roof
k. Timber framework salvaged from prior construction
I. Stone and mud wall reinforced with timber bracing built up to five foot height. The
remaining portion was covered with wooden planks/ CGI sheets.
4. Shelter H- Village of Garthama Batangi
m. Similar to Shelter F but with an additional vent/l chimney for smoke extraction.
5. Shelter I- Village of Hama
n. Light gable CGI roof with air cavity.
o. Timber salvaged from prior construction to provide the framework and the cladding for the
new shelter. The timber had been previously cured to prevent damage from decay.
p. The family had skillfully constructed the walls, providing adequate joinery between the
different wooden panels and knee-bracing between the timber columns and beams.
6. Shelter J- Village of Hama Batangi
q. Stone and mud plinth and wall built to a height of 3 feet to protect the base from water
damage.
r. Timber posts embedded in the wall to improve the load transfer from the walls to the
foundation.
s. Wood planks applied to the inside and outside of the timber posts forming a cavity wall to
which agricultural waste was added to provide insulation yielding lightweight insulated
walls.
t. Well fitted windows and doors
Participatory housing that addresses improvements in vernacular architecture
In some of the rural areas of Northern Pakistan, NGOs stepped up to assist individuals in the
construction of their homes. The aim was to encourage improvements in the existing traditional
architecture that could be implemented by the people themselves and hence achieve a level of
scalability by being adapted to local needs and priorities. These NGOs made a conscious design
to promote low-tech solutions as opposed to highly engineered solutions.
The following section provides background of the NGO, the role and the priorities of the NGO in
reconstruction and also provides a discussion of the shelter design being supported by the NGO.
Karavan Pakistan
Karavan Programme for Indigenous Technology
NGO Background
Karavan Pakistan is an outreach program of the Heritage foundation, which is a non-profit private
trust dedicated to document and conserve the traditional, historic and the contemporary built
environment of Pakistan. Karavan Pakistan's main aim is to promote cultural heritage for peace
and development.
Role in reconstruction
Karavan Pakistan has been piloting reconstruction work in the Mansehra district in collaboration
with the National Volunteers Movement (NVM), with a focus on the provision of guidance to build
improved dwellings, while also propagating the value of vernacular architecture. This is being
achieved through involving the local residents in training sessions as well as developing an
improved understanding of local materials and technologies.
Karavan Pakistan had two primary roles in the reconstruction
process. The first was to provide guidance for construction. In
order to disseminate the technical advice to build improved
dwellings several demonstration homes were built and an
array of manuals and drawings were produced to be made
available during training sessions to assist the residents who
wanted to construct their own homes. The second
component included the distribution of building kits and
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Figure 17. Demonstration of available on site. These building kits generally included
improved wall ing techniques. Jabar, treated wooden log or purlins for roofing and bracing,
Siran Valley sheeting for roofing in the form of kana3 matting, G.I sheets or
asbestos sheets, polythene sheets for water proofing, packs
of lime and cement for plaster and mortar, a door(3'x7') and a window (3'x3'6" ). A ladder, pick
axe, local mason tools such as kassis and tagharis, 100 gallon tank, water can and lantern were a
part of the equipment pack.
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What are the priorities?
The Karavan Programme for Indigenous Technology (KAPIT) has focused on ways to improve
construction of vernacular buildings in the areas recently devastated by the earthquake, while also
emphasizing the need to regenerate communities by involving the local people in the rebuilding
effort. Lessons learnt from traditional construction techniques utilized in Northern areas of
Pakistan, Turkey and Afghanistan have been incorporated to provide a more holistic picture of
methods to improve seismic resistance that extend from the actual structure to the siting and
location, improvement in local techniques and quality control and the appropriate use of materials.
Where pre-fabricated designs have been promoted for the immediate construction of housing units,
community regeneration in turn has been side lined. In cases where local people have been
unfamiliar with the techniques, they have been excluded from the building activity within their
locality and hence rapid economic regeneration has not been allowed. The Karavan self-built
vernacular housing aims to complement the cost-effective, quick and improved seismic resistance
of housing while utilizing the local workforce, materials and traditional methods to achieve
earthquake mitigation in the future.
A number of assumptions have also been made to provide context to the program. The first is that
the people are adept at building with materials such as stone, mud and timber however they do not
have sufficient knowledge of improved techniques. Also it was assumed that the construction of
homes would be fast and economical since these materials are locally available and the technique
for building with them has been locally adapted. Lastly, stone masonry with mud infill walls were
considered to provide sufficient insulation due to their thickness.
Discussion of the design & construction
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Figure 18 Karavan Vernacular House design. (from Left) Floor Plan ( courtesy Karavan Pakistan),
Sketch (courtesy Karavan Pakistan), Karavan Vernacular demonstration home.
The estimated cost for this design was around Rs. 15,000. It was assumed that the families would
be capable of collecting material such as the stone and mud for construction. The primary
accommodation provided by the shelter included a room of 10'x15', a kitchen alcove of 8'x5' and
an area to function as a bath or latrine with 5'x5' dimensions. The addition of more rooms and
verandah in the future would be possible due to the flexibility in the design and lay out.
The construction was targeted at building the masonry walls to a height of three feet followed by
erecting the wood columns and assembling the roof. This basic phase of construction, which would
be most intensive in terms of material and technique used, would precede the construction of the
entire 10 foot wall, allowing for the inhabitants to complete construction while being protected from
rain and snow by the roof.
For the foundations stone masonry laid in mud mortar stabilized with 5-10% lime or cement was
selected. Concrete debris was then broken into pieces and laid on rammed as flooring, which was
followed by a layer of lime terracing. Also plinth protection was suggested to protect the walls from
surface water. For the improved the bonding of the stone masonry walls using stones salvaged
from old construction or new stones, it was suggested to use same mixture of mud mortar with
lime. To consolidate the walls the use of bracing with wooden battens or logs was suggested
where as lintels were used in places of openings such as windows or doors. It was also proposed
that the wooden components used in the construction would be treated against termite and
weathering effects. To decrease the weathering of the walls, the use of lime plaster would prevent
the disintegration of the mud mortar. The use 24 gauge G.I sheets was the most popular option for
roofing but kana matting or asbestos sheets were considered as well. The choice of incline the roof
followed on the principal to decrease the live load on the wall caused by snow and rain. To improve
the insulation of the roof, mud filling and mortar or straw was recommended. There was also
significant emphasis on how to fix the sheets and insulation to the wooden battens - details of
which were made available through drawings.
Sunqi Foundation
Transitional Shelter
NGO Background
The Sungi Foundation has been working in the Northern
Areas in the past, while focusing on core programmes such
as 'Sustainable Livelihoods', 'Human and Institutional
development' , 'Social Sector Development', 'Disaster
Management' and many others. The Sungi Foundation has
also helped with the structural repair and reconstruction of
homes that were affected by snowfall and tremors prior to the
October 2005 earthquake. For the over all light construction,
a beam framed structure along with the use of G-1
(galvanized iron sheets) for the roof were considered suitable
and soon replaced the flat and heavy roof structure of mud laid
Figure 19. Light construction. Jerad
2005
upon rafters.
Role in reconstruction
Technical guidance and assistance was provided to the inhabitants in order to ensure that
reconstruction follows principles of improved seismic resistance. Some of the materials that were
being distributed by the organization included timber for framework and bracing (for those who
Transitional Shelter
could not either collect salvaged timber posts or afford replacing with new timber) and CGI sheets
for the construction of roofs and livestock shelters. Also, financial assistance was provided to saw
down the timber posts, at the saw mill, to a favorable size so that they could be used in the
construction.
What are the priorities?
The adaptability and the safety of the shelter design was the main priorities addressed. Traditional
construction, using mostly local materials and salvaging materials from prior construction, with
improvements in roof design was seen as one of the primary ways of promoting safe owner driven
reconstruction.
Discussion of design and construction
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Figure 20. Sungi Transitional shelter design. (from Left) Sketch, Traditional house resembling
transitional shelter design - Jerad, Summer 2005
The dimensions of shelter are 12' by 14' with 7' height. The total cost for framework and sheets
was Rs. 14,600 with a Rs. 1,700 increase in cost if wire-mesh used for wall and foundation
consolidation.
The design makes use of traditional wood framework and bracing with an infill wall that is
representative of most of the traditional construction in the area where Sungi was working (namely
the district of Battagram and Balakot). It was noted that some of these traditional homes with
timber bracing sustained less damage during the earthquake compared to regular stone masonry
and reinforced concrete construction. The timber for the framing and diagonal bracing was
salvaged from the house remains by most inhabitants and then incorporated into the design.
Emphasis was more on the construction of light roofs using galvanized iron sheets. These were
made available through the organization. It was also found that out of the 15 CGI sheets that were
distributed, at least 3 were used for the construction of livestock shelters. As for the walling
materials, stone and mud were found to be the most popular. It was left to the discretion of the
inhabitants to choose the thickness of the walls and the materials for infill. A ratio of 1:5 mortar to
stone was suggested by Sungi. In order to improve the consolidation and reinforcement of the
walls, the use of wire-mesh or chicken wire was promoted to reduce the use of expensive materials
such as cement mortar. Another reason to choose wire-mesh over cement mortar apart from cost
was that the winter conditions were not suitable for the setting of good quality cement and mortar.
Icp Institute of Architects Pakistan
Organization background
IAP is national organization with a membership of over 750 architects in Pakistan and abroad.
Role in reconstruction
IAP partnered with The Citizens Foundation to initially supply emergency relief in the form of tents,
food, medical supplies and blankets to 20,000 people. However, as a secondary stage IAP is
planning to build 5,000 seismically safe homes using indigenous materials and local technologies.
This is being incorporated in an overall programme that encourages seismically safe construction
to be adopted by NGOs and other organizations involved.
What are the priorities?
The initial goal of the programme was to provide the immediate intervention of safer and more
thermally efficient construction practices in order to shelter the displaced during the harsh winter
conditions. In order to encourage the social ownership by the earthquake affected communities,
self-help based construction has been the primary focus. For this reason the design solutions have
been prioritized to be practical, cost effective and accessible and adoptable to the local population.
The development of the local capacity and skills has been considered crucial to the process as
well, in order to allow for future repairs, upgrading and maintenance to be piloted by the local
community.
Discussion of design and construction
Figure 21. IAP Winter Shelter Program (from Left) Floor plan, Section, Construction stage
(Source: http://www.iap.com.pk/aboutiap/newsevents/03/earth q.html)
Four types of technologies are being promoted by IAP that utilize local materials (either local stone
or rubble masonry or adobe) and also maximize the use of salvaged material from debris. There
are a range of structural strengthening techniques that have been explored to make construction
safe and affordable. There are a range of costs associated with each of the designs. In this section
one of the IAP designs proposed as a part of their winter shelter program has been discussed.
An 'A' frame structure, made from salvaged wooden beams was covered with either wooden
planks or GI sheets, was sought as a replacement to the traditional mud roof. Insulation in the form
of straw was compressed and placed in the cavity between the inner and out cladding. In order to
prevent the infiltration of snow and rainfall, 3 ft stone masonry wall was built up around the frame
structure. For the case where hardboard was used, mud plaster was applied to the interior surfaces
to fire proof the structure.
The construction of the home itself is simple. It is predicted to take a team of two people to
construct it over a period of two days using simple tools such as a hammer, saw, nail, crowbar,
tape measure etc. These efforts were meant to be useful for those people who may have not
received any assistance from the Government or other NGOs operating in the area.
Contractor driven construction that educates about safer building practices
This section presents some of the key points of programmes that are being piloted by
organizations to educate the local population about safer building practices. Some of the
organizations are committed to follow through with the design by constructing more homes with the
help of contractors and hired labor, while others aim to educate the local population by constructing
a demonstration home with outside help and then consulting with the local community to adapt the
design according to their needs.
Aqa Khan Development Network
Multi- Input Earthquake Reconstruction Programme
Organization Background
The Aga Khan Development Network (AKDN) is a part of the Aga Khan Foundation, which has
been heading a number of projects in the Northern Areas of Pakistan. The focus of some of these
projects includes natural resource management, the built environment (housing, community
infrastructure and water supply), health and hygiene, education and micro-finance. The Aga Khan
Planning and Building Services Program (AKPBS), which is a branch of AKDN, has focused on
developing appropriate technology related to earthquake resistant buildings, solar energy use,
thermal efficiency, village planning, and other issues of the rural built environment in the Northern
areas of Pakistan in the past. As a result AKDN has a strong background in the use of local and
low-cost materials for housing improvements along with the depth in cultural understanding.
Role in reconstruction
The AKDN has committed to support the rehabilitation, socio-economic development and
earthquake preparedness in two regions of the Chakhamma Valley. Under the Multi-Input
Earthquake Reconstruction Programme (MERP), AKDN plans to assist the local communities with
construction of seismically resistant housing and infrastructure (public health and education
facilities, improvements to the quality and the access of basic social services, development of
sustainable livelihood opportunities, support for participatory development approaches and the
promotion of gender equality and environmentally sound practices.
In the housing sector MERP is providing assistance in the form of technical support, material and
additional skilled labor to supplement ERRA's financial support and hence ensure that homes are
built to be seismically resistant and energy efficient. MERP has planned to take responsibility of the
entire construction of homes for vulnerable individuals (windows and orphans) while offering
material ( bags of cement, steel and high angle iron steel reinforcement) and transport subsidies
up to 30,000-37,000 rupees per household. In order to build the capacity of community members 9
demonstration homes have been built by 30 local masons and carpenters. The demonstration
homes would be handed over to the identified beneficiaries (widows, orphans etc).
What are the priorities?
Some of the priorities include targeting energy efficiency and seismic resistance while ensuring the
reconstruction of homes occurs in a sustainable and participatory manner, protects the
environment and secures sustainable livelihoods for men and women.
Discussion of model house
Figure 22. The construction of walls for the
AKF demonstration home (Courtesy Mr.
Muhammad Nazar)
Some of the suggestions made by ADKN in the past
regarding improvements in traditional buildings using
wire-mesh, composite girders, bow string beams and
folded metal plates with scree have been included in
the model house designs. Since the organizations
plans to build 6000 homes over the next 3 years in the
Chakhamma valley, simpler solutions have been
sought through considering improvements in existing
traditional construction. The inclusion of affordable
technologies and solutions that could be replicable in
the reconstruction over the next few years has been
central to making the process more sustainable.
Quality, cost and time are the main motivating factors
behind the design.
The demonstration home constructed by AKDN in Hama had a total cost of 400,000 rupees
excluding the cost of wood, since most of the wood used was salvaged from prior construction. An
additional 50,000 rupees would be required if wood is included. The costs could be significantly
decreased by using stone masonry to a 4 foot height with 4 feet of mud shuttering or using wooden
bracing and stone and mud infill.
The model house with improved seismic resistance
was designed with foundations that had a depth of 3
feet and a plinth that rose to one foot in height. For this,
first the ground was compacted then stone added and
consolidated using of wire mesh and mortar. Also the
stone walls, with 1.5 foot thickness, were reinforced
using 22 columns along the length of the wall which
were connected to metal brackets. These metal
brackets were connected to the wire-mesh layered in
wteb een the stone and mortar at a height of every 2
Figure 23: AKDN demonstration 
home in final
feet. These provided stiffness in the lateral direction steam of constmetion
and also ensured the uniform transmission of loads from the roof to the foundation. An inch of
internal finish, which also served as insulation was applied with a ratio of 1:1:8:2.5 cement: sand:
mud: straw, where as cement was applied as an external plaster. No further insulation was used
even though there was an opportunity to utilize agricultural wastes such as straw and grass or
wood shavings on the inner side of the wall followed by plastering. Increased thermal efficiency is
as important to improved seismic resistance in these regions as the temperatures can drop below
OoC in the winter. Every winter around 9,000 rupees spent on purchasing fuel wood in order to
compensate for lack of adequate insulation
Additional comments
Figure 24: (from left) Prefabricated shelter for the AKF staff, temporary shelter for AKF staff,
transitional shelter
The Aga Khan Foundation (AKF) camp was located in the village of Kathia. There were three
different shelters prevalent in and along the periphery of the camp (prefabricated shelters and
temporary shelters for AKF staff and the transitional shelters constructed by the residents of
Kathia). Prefabricated shelters being manufactured in Lahore and Pindi were being transported
and assembled onsite to provide the living and office space for the staff and the other members
involved in the reconstruction process. The prefabricated shelters have a guarantee that extends to
20 years, however the AKF staff is only planning to use them for 3 years since that is the
designated time by the Aga Khan for the completion of the reconstruction of homes damaged by
the earthquake. The prefabricated shelters are quite advanced in their construction using steel
frame platforms for the foundation, gypsum tiles for flooring, insulated plywood panels for the walls
and roots with interior thermo-pole insulation.
Since the manufacturing and assembly of the prefabricated
shelters were delayed, temporary shelters were constructed
from GI sheets and steel pipe framework. Before that the site
was cleared and compacted and a concrete base was laid out.
In order to improve the insulation and water proofing of the roof
layers of chatai4 and tarpaulin were added. The details can be
observed in Figure and. The people in Kathia, who had been
displaced by the earthquake, had made use of similar GI sheet
transitional shelters and had used the local agricultural waste
4 Matting made from local grass
Figure 25 : GI sheets, Chatai and
tarpaulin used for t roof
construction of temporary shelters
products from straw and maize to line the inner walls and roof of the shelter. See Figure2.
South Asia Research Institute for Policy & Development (SARID)
Demonstration home designed by Javed Sultan
Organization Background
The South Asia Research Institute for Policy and Development is a non-profit corporation that is
committed to sustainable, environmentally sound and socially conscious economic development
strategies for South Asia. Research, training and the implementation of small scale projects have
been the core to realizing these aims.
Role in Reconstruction
The Executive Director of SARID, Javed Sultan, has developed a patented and proprietary
technology that makes use of granular material for structures that have seismic responsiveness.
Mr. Sultan visited Chakhamma Valley in 2006 to construct a demonstration home for the Aga Khan
Foundation making use of this technology. Mr. Sultan is collaborating with the Building and
Planning Services division of AKDN to construct 100 homes in the Chakhamma Valley. Once the
100 homes are standing, the plan then is to disseminate the technical information for large- scale
construction.
What are the priorities?
Greater contribution of the sweat equity at the material production, installation, finishing stage of
construction by the local residents has been prioritized in the construction of these homes. The
construction is meant to be robust, energy efficient, light weight so that it can be installed by a
single family. Some other criteria defined include seismic responsiveness, low maintenance,
environmentally friendly design and structural soundness.
Discussion of model house
Figure 25: SARID demonstration home: (From left) Composite wall using PVC pipes with mud and
cement infill and mortar, Demonstration home (Source: http://sarid.net/proiects/Iow-cost-
housing/march-02.htmi )
The demonstration home in Garthama was constructed over a period of 5 weeks. It includes 3
bedrooms, kitchen and a latrine. It was built for a family of four children who had been orphaned by
the earthquake, who had been identified as the beneficiaries by AKDN. The net cost of the house
was 1 million rupees, donated by Mr. Sultan. The design of the house was dominated by the choice
of material and wall design. Unlike steel and concrete masonry construction, this design mostly
uses local materials while addressing low maintenance, life cycle and operation costs. If concrete
was used then the cost was anticipated at Rs. 1400 ft2 but if mud and stone filling used the cost
would decrease to Rs. 400- 750 per ft2.The cost of the building is anticipated at well below the cost
associated, anywhere from 40% to 50% lower, then known technologies.
Some of the characteristics of the design of the demonstration home include the use of concrete
foundations that extend to a depth of 3. ft and the construction of walls using pvc pipes filled with
mud and stone for insulation. Mud and cement mortar was later applied on both sides of pipes and
chicken wire was used to contain the walls. The walls were found to be well insulated as the
temperature difference between the inside and outside surfaces of a wall was over 100C. GI sheets
and ply-board were used for roof construction, with an air gap in between to perform as a false
ceiling.
-, Earthauake Rehabilitation & Reconstruction Authority (ERRA)
Demonstration home in Garthama Vasti
ERRA
Organization Background
ERRA, as discussed previously, has been mandated by the Government of Pakistan for organizing
the reconstruction of NWFP and AJK after the October 2005 earthquake.
Role in Reconstruction
The role of ERRA is to "plan, coordinate, monitor and regulate reconstruction & rehabilitation
activities in earthquake affected areas, encouraging self reliance via private public partnership and
community participation, ensuring financial transparencies". 5 Partner Organizations (POs) have
been identified by ERRA. Each PO has been assigned to work on housing reconstruction in a
specific affected union council. The role of the POs is to:
* Assist affected communities in owner driven reconstruction, while also briefing them on
the standards set by ERRA
* Training engineers and craftsman
* Overseeing reconstruction activities in ensure quality and earthquake resistant
construction in the context of social and environmentally sound measures.
* Conduct a detailed damage and eligibility and assessment survey to categorize the
level of damage of each housing unit and draw on a list of the eligible beneficiaries.
What are the priorities?
The overall objective is to ensure that the 400,000 homes that were destroyed are built using
earthquake resistant building techniques. The rebuilding is to be owner driven but assisted and
s Source: http://www.erra.gov.pk/WebForms/vision.aspx
inspected by the Government and partner organizations. For the reconstruction of homes situated
in rural areas, the design should make use of materials that are easily accessible and the
construction techniques required are familiar to the local population.
Discussion of Design and construction
ERRA partnered with the Aga Khan Foundation to construct
a demonstration home using stone masonry in the Village
of Garthma Wasti in the Chakhamma Valley. The total cost
of the house was around 640,000 rupees. The cost per
square foot of the house was around 748 rupees. The
material costs were particularly high since most of the
material had to be transported over long distances. Some
of the improved construction practices for the
demonstration home included the use of stone masonry
Figure 26: Stone masonry foundations with vertical steel reinforcements starting from
foundation and vertical steel the foundation band. The stone masonry walls had cement
reinforcement for the ERRA sand mortar, minimum ratio of 1:4, applied between the
different layers. Comer strengthening through the use of
horizontal steel bands at the plinth, sill, lintel and roof level was also included in the design. The
details for the construction were obtained from the designs made available by ERRA:
* Only stone masonry shall be used. Rubble stone wall not allowed (would need to be
cast into concrete before used as a walling material).
* The stones of inner and outer layers should be interlocked with each other as far as
possible.
* The masonry should be made course
* Through stones or concrete blocks of length equivalent to the full wall thickness'
should be used at every 2' height and 4' width interval.
* Long stones of 2' length should be used at wall corners and T junctions to connect the
perpendicular walls.
* Corner stones laid alternatively as a header and stretcher.
* Avoid hollow spaces in masonry. Instead use small chips where the mortar joint is
thick.
* A reinforced concrete seismic band would be applied to all interior and exterior walls.
* Steel bars used for reinforcement.
* Corrugated sheets laid with a minimum overlap of 6 inches.
* Seasoned hardwood used for truss.
Contractor driven construction that provides quick solutions
k .•nox Iho• Burro Happold & Knox Bhavan
Organization Background
Buro Happold (an engineering consulting firm) and Knox Bhavan (an architectural firm) are both
based out of the U.K.
Role in Reconstruction
Both of these firms were approached by Mr. James Caan, Executive Chairman, Hamilton
Bradshaw ( a private equity firm) to provide the designs for the pre-fabricated / modular homes as
a part of a multi-phase reconstruction project that spans over the next few years in the Balakot
region. The prefabricated homes are being manufactured in Lahore and the shipped to Balakot
where they are being assembled on site in conjunction with CARE International.
What are the priorities?
Prefabrication of components was chosen as key feature in this reconstruction project to ensure
the overall quality of components and structural elements and hence prevent vulnerability in the
future since seismic principles were incorporated in the design. Although rapid manufacturing and
assembly are usually representative of prefabricated construction, in the case of the Balakot
project the process was been slowed down to an extent by the inclement weather through the
months of December to March and also by the lack of cooperation and inefficiencies presented
during the manufacturing and the transportation process. Also, for continued reconstruction
initiatives would need to be taken in the future to continue the supply of components/l parts that
people will require for improved maintenance of these homes.
At the same time, the project is not expected to greatly affect the work opportunities and generation
of skill with in the Balakot region. The inhabitants have not been actively involved in the
construction of their homes since most of the assembling of components is done by staff and some
local labor. The inhabitants have not been keen in partaking in the reconstruction of the homes and
have even shown reluctance to lay the foundations of their homes because of which people from
the army had to be hired in order to finish the task. This dynamic could have been avoided if
training programs were piloted in the region followed by the option of cash for work strategies to
involve the participation of the stake holders.
Discussion of design and construction
Figure 27: (From left) Front & side view of Earthquake relief panel house (courtesy Buro Happold and
Knox Bhavan brochure), 1st stage construction (courtesy Mr. Caan)
The total cost for a single housing unit is about 150,000 rupees . A break up of the material costs
was not available. The organization assumed that the use of prefabrication greatly reduced the
comparative costs for the purchase of materials, manufacturing, transportation and assembly on
site- allowing for the construction of a better house and provision of necessary components such
as the toilet, kitchen and storage space. The selected dimensions for the living space were 4.8m
by 3.6m, while the area of the kitchen and toilet / storage space was 1.2m by 3.6m. The total floor
area is 21.6 m2 followed with a 1.987m height for the external walls.
After visiting the Balakot region, the Buro Happold engineers developed drawings of the building
system and worked on the other conceptual details that would later help with the costing of
components. Engineering calculations and respective modifications to geometry and other
specifications for loading conditions were conducted for the eventual application and
implementation of the project in the specific location. The next step involved the selection of the
beneficiaries within their social setting, i.e. those who had been displaced by the earthquake and
did not have the sufficient funds, resources and physical capacity to start on the reconstruction of
their homes. However, this is now true for a significant proportion of the displaced population due
to the tremendous loss of livelihood because of the earthquake.
The two main stages of construction involved firstly the assembly of the prefabricated panel
components and secondly the construction of a timber laced wall with stone and rubble infill along
the exterior facing during spring and summer. Before the prefabricated panels could be assembled
the foundations made of compacted hardcore or mass concrete strip footings and pad stones were
set. The panel footing which extended about 0.2 m were embedded into the foundations and were
complemented by the use of tie down straps to counter the wind load.
The insulation panels used for the walls consisted of 6mm ply for the interior side, 144mm of
insulation and 9 mm ply for the exterior side. The timber laced domestic wall consists of cut stone
fagade with rubber infill and timber lacing, with a net thickness of approximately 0.4m. The wall
panels were also used as the primary load bearing system for the structure. The loads from the
roof were transferred to the wall by an extensive light timber truss system, which was fixed to the
top of the wall. Similar panels with a thickness of 159mm were placed under the galvanized iron
sheet roofing system.
Additional comments
The needs of the people in terms of the performance and layout of shelter were incorporated into
the design as were the restrictions that were present in terms of material availability and cost.
However, apart from utilizing a timber laced stone walls for the exterior no other elements from the
vernacular architecture were sought in the design. For the future phases in reconstruction referring
to modified traditional construction would increase the adaptability of the design as well as the
stakeholder participation.
Since plywood, the primary cladding material is exposed to the inside of the house, it would be
necessary to look into measures of improving the fire resistance so that household activities such
as cooking and heating can be conducted without the subsequent fire hazard. The indoor
ventilation is critical for maintaining the health and comfort conditions if these activities rely on the
burning of wood or other fuel. Another area to improve on would be the utilization of materials such
as debris and salvaged wood from prior construction. Instead of the wooden trussing being
manufactured, assembled and then transported to the site, the salvaged wood could be sawed
using local facilities and put together with the help of local labor.
SRS P Sarhad Rural Support programme
OSRSP ne room shelter
Organization Background
The Sarhad Rural Support Programme (SRSP) is the largest non profit organization operating in 12
Districts of the North West Frontier Province of Pakistan. The organization has focused on
providing support to willing communities in development activities. The participation of the
marginalized rural communities has been included at all levels of planning, designing and
implementation.
Role in Reconstruction
After the October 2005 earthquake, SRSP restructured the organizational setup in the three
earthquake affected districts of Mansehra, Battagram and Abbottabad to form a relief monitoring
team, a relief gender monitoring team, a warehouse team, an accounts and administration team, a
relief engineering team. To assist the population of Andrasi (village in the Siran Valley), SRSP
constructed 20 shelter rooms. These were later increased to 45 (to include both the village of
Andrasi and Granthali), with the financial assistance of the French Association. The main
beneficiaries for these projects were the orphans, widows and old members of the community.
What are the priorities?
SRSP's aim was to provide shelters to 25 families, especially the vulnerable affected people of
Siran Valley, which will last from 3 to 4 years. The local sources such as salvaged wood were to be
utilized in construction. Also the improvement of indoor comfort conditions (through adequate
ventilation, insulation and daylighting) was prioritized.
Some of the criteria identified by SRSP in their project completion report have been listed below:
* Stability: light weight construction and provision of sub structure and super structure
(wooden columns embedded in the foundation, braced at the plinth level and
connected to the roof beams using knee bracing).
* Economy: cheaper than stone masonry design being proposed by ERRA
* Workability: Can be constructed using local skills and building techniques
* Flexibility: could be easily dismantled and re-assembled
* Utilization of material: old timber columns and beams, rice/ wheat straw or dry grass,
mud plaster for stabilization of floor and plinth protection, corrugated galvanized iron
sheets, plain galvanized iron sheets, lasani board, hard board.
* Recycling: nearly all materials can be recycled.
* Insulation: eight inches thick filling of rice I wheat straw / dry grass has been provided
beneath the corrugated GI sheet in the roof and six inches thick layer of straw in the
walls would be packed in between the plain GI sheet and the lasani board.
* Ventilation: Two windows (2' x 3') and one door (3.5' x 7') to used to allow cross
ventilation. Fire place also included for the purpose of smoke extraction from cooking/
heating activities.
* Daylighting: openings oriented towards the south side
* Electricity: outlets provided for one fan and tube light.
Discussion of design and construction
12'
p...- -
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- j" Elevation
Figure 28: (From left) Floor Plan (courtesy SRSP), Elevation (courtesy SRSP), beneficiary in front of
constructed home (courtesy SRSP).
The shelters were constructed under the supervision of a regional engineer. The wooden columns,
nailed at the base were embedded in the concrete foundation and then placed in the 2' pit that had
been excavated to form the foundation. The columns were then braced at the plinth level using
wooden planks. This was repeated in places where the openings were positioned. Doors and
window frames from prior construction had been reused. The wooden columns were connected
using knee bracing to the wooden beam supporting the roof frame. GI sheets were fixed to the
exterior face of the walls and lasani sheets were fixed on the interior side after application of rice or
wheat straw or other agricultural waste. The ceiling was finished from the interior face by fixing
hardboard.
The floor has been properly compacted and finished with mud plaster which was also applied to
plinth for protection. Similarly the wall next to where the cooking stove has been placed was
covered by a GI sheet and then plastered with a 6" thick layer or mud and sand.
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DESIGN
Design overview
In this chapter the criteria that have been mentioned
previously have been addressed through the design
suggestions for different structural components. These
include the foundation, framework, wall and structure. Most of
these designs make use of local materials and can be
constructed using simple skills that are indigenous to the
area. The education about the need for these design Figure 29. A potential family that
improvements that address efficiency, affordability and could make use of some of the
resourcefulness is critical for the adoption of these designs. suggestions.
The performance requirements of these structural components have been provided below:
FOUNDATION:
-Bear the entire load of the structure (columns of framework well
embedded)
-Minimize the transmission of ground motion to the sttructure
-Water proof
FRAMEWORK:
-Transfer the load from the roof to the foundation (adequate column-
beam and column- foundation connection)
-fire proof
ROOF:
- Light weight construction
-Well insulated
- Fire proof, water proof
- (Opening for skylight/ vent), use for rain water harvesting.
WALL:
- Reinforced to improve lateral stiffness
- Well connected to the foundation
- Insulated
-Fire proof, water proof, and weather proof
A conscious effort has been made not to present a particular solution but bring forth a synthesis of
materials and technology. These solutions have the potential for not only reducing risk of building
construction for communities with few means and resources but also of improving the standard of
living of the inhabitants. Most design suggestions have emphasized the use of basic technology
that would enable owner driven reconstruction. Some of the ways this is to be achieved are
through the affordability (cheap to implement) and adaptability (can be prioritized according to the
local needs and priorities). A possible sequence incorporating these suggestions has been
included as well. If all the resources (material , labor) are available on site , then the construction of
the home should not take more than two weeks. However, if resources are not available then the
construction must be prioritized. Based on the case study where owner driven reconstruction has
been observed, most families have been concerned with constructing the roof of the house first.
This would require assembling the framework for the construction and then adding the roof.
Temporary cladding (CGI sheets and wooden planks) have usually been attached to the
framework. One of the basic ways found of upgrading this structure was by replacing the cladding
with stone and mud walls reinforced with diagonal wood bracing.
Four main innovations for improved seismic resistance, thermal efficiency, ventilation and roof-
rainwater harvesting have been presented in response towards expanding beyond shelter
construction and including the general conveniences that could have an impact on improving living.
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Summary of innovations in building practices for
1. Foundations that are consolidated with wire mesh, mortar and vertical reinforcement would
function as base isolation for the structure and hence minimize the transmission of ground motion
to the structure.
Design used in the AKDN
Demonstration home.
Wire mesh and cement
and lime plaster applied
at every course of the
foundation.
0-
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
-Wire mesh: Rs. 29/Kg
INSTEAD OF:
-Steel rebars or concrete
foundation
2. Stone masonry walls reinforced with wire-mesh and lime mortar would have reduced chances
of overturning and separating at the event of an earthquake.
Design used in the
Karavan Demonstration
home. Wire mesh, lime
mortar applied at every 1
foot level. Wooden lintels
at every 3 foot height.
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Wire mesh: Rs. 29/ Kg
- Lime mortar: Rs. 4/Kg
INSTEAD OF:
- Reinforced concrete ring beam
Design used in the AKDN
Demonstration home.
Wire mesh, cement
mortar applied at every 1
foot level.
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Wire mesh: Rs. 29/ Kg
INSTEAD OF:
- Reinforced concrete ring beam
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Wire mesh: Rs. 291 Kg
INSTEAD OF:
- Binding walls with cement
mortar
Design by the Building and
Construction Improvement
program (a subsection of p
AKDN) to improve stress
resistance of dry stone
construction.
Source: BACIP Fuel
Efficient Products Report
0-·
3. Wooden beams and columns connected using steel brackets or wooden knee bracing.
Improved connections would improve the distribution of loads from the roof to the foundation.
Design used in the AKDN
Demonstration home.
a-
Design proposed in
International Karakoram
Project
*--
Design used in AKDN
Demonstration home.
Wooden beams inset into 5-
the walls and connected by
metal t-strips to the
wooden roof truss.
-G
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Metal brackets
INSTEAD OF:
- Column resting without
connection on the foundation
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Metal brackets
INSTEAD OF:
- Beam resting on column without
connection
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Metal t-strip
INSTEAD OF:
- Placing beam
connection.
on wall without
4. Use of a light roof (mass/ area of ~ 80 Kg/m 2) would decrease the dead load of the structure
and hence the chances for roof collapse, which was the primary cause of dead during the
earthquake.
Corrugated gal
Compressed
straw/ grass
or straw
panel
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Straw (procured locally)
- CGI sheet: Rs. 800/ sheet
-Wire mesh: Rs. 29/ Kg
-Plastic sheet
INSTEAD OF:
- Heavy earthen roof
construction (mass/ area of ~
396 Kg/m 2)
wire stretcnmg irom
rafters Wire-mesh
1. Straw insulation/ agricultural waste/ wood shavings (compressed form or loose) applied to roof
and wall. Allows maintenance of comfortable indoor temperatures in the hot summer (residents
can actually stand to say indoors) and cold winter (less wood needs to be burnt to keep home
warm).
Design used by resideas
in the village of
Garthama, Chakhamma
Valley.
Design by the Building
and Construction
Improvement program (a
subsection of AKDN.
Straw wall insulation
installed in existing
structures (R-value of
wall 1.48)
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Straw (procured locally)
- GI Sheet
4 ADVANTAGE:
- Adding 10 cm of straw to the insides
of a CGI shelter increases thermal
resistance by 9 times (from 0.15
m2.KNW to 1.4 m2.K/W)
AnnITIMNALI •O..qT.q
- Straw
-Plywood
-Plaster
INSTEAD OF:
- Using un-insulated concrete
wall (R-value 0.45)
Source: BACIP Fuel
Efficient Products Report
Compressed
straw/ grass
iesh &
sheet
Mud &
lime plaster Wall with through stone or
lacing
ADDITIONAL COSTS:
- Straw (procured locally)
- Lime for plaster- Rs. 4/ Kg
- Wooden studs (procured
locally)
-Wire mesh- Rs. 25 / Kg
-Plastic sheet/ reed matting
INSTEAD OF:
- Un-insulated masonry wall
(0.46 m2.KW) , where as the
thermal resistance of the
proposed construction using
1'thickness of straw, is
(4.27 m2.K/W)
~ -~- -
Indoor air pollution is responsible for increased respiratory problems, especially for women and
children. In Pakistan 180,000 people die every year from indoor air pollution (compared to the
73,000 people that died due to the October 2005earthquake).
1. Use of operable windows
2. Smoke extraction (through the application vent/ chimney or a cook-stove) is effective in
decreasing the levels of indoor air pollution.
Design by the Building
and Construction
Improvement proggl._
(a subsection of
AKDN). Improved cook
stove with smoke
extraction also comes
with water heating
Source: BACIP Fuel
Efficient Products Report
Rain water harvesting provides an alternative water
source to the local communities and hence
addresses the water shortage problem. Some of the
natural springs that people were dependent on as a
source of potable water have dried up due to seismic
activity or have been contaminated by the debris from
the earthquake. Women have to travel long
distances to collect water from other streams and
channels in the area.
Design by Escorts
-. Foundation. The
Naada stove uses
50% fuel-wood for
cooking.
Approximate cost-
Rs. 300
Source:
ashdenawards.org
MWANr-; - ~ ___ I -
Figure 31 Map of Pakistan showing rainfall
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There are many advantages of using roof rain water harvesting in the area, since the locations
receive a lot of rain during the year. The average annual rainfall is around 1500 mm for those
regions.
If a CGI roof (14' by 16') was used for rain water catchment, then low cost guttering
d epahs lvanized iron 
pipes and down 
p 
t
made from v
the water to a storage tank (plastic barrel). The maximum water
amount collected is around 25 m3, however there are spillage,
evaporation and wind effects which may alter this capacity.
Figure 32: Roof with rain water
collector.
Source:
STRUCTURAL TEST
Introduction
Following the October 2005 earthquake in Northem Pakistan, the Earthquake Reconstruction and
Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) stressed on the appropriate planning when designing and
constructing new homes. The shape, size and the proportion of the building were highlighted to be
important elements of ensuring resistance to seismic activity. The use of regular shaped buildings
with one floor construction, symmetrical elevation plans, short span of walls or cross walls for
longer and narrower buildings and small openings were suggested as standards. Appendix is an
extract from the 'Guidelines for Earthquake Resistant Construction of Non-Engineered Rural and
Suburban Masonry houses in cement sand mortar in Earthquake Affected Areas' produced by
ERRA.
These recommendations are intended to improve the over-all stability of the structure, as opposed
to improving the strength. The increase in strength of traditional masonry construction through
reinforcement, improved connections etc has been the subject of experimental investigations in the
past. However, best practices for improving the stability of un-reinforced masonry construction (of a
house and not just a singular wall) have either been derived based on observation or finite element
analysis. For example the use of square plan as opposed to a rectangular plan has been
suggested. However the extent to which the stability of the structure is affected by the choice in
plan has not been quantified.
Purpose of experiment
The initial aim was to test the existing standards for improved seismic designs for traditional un-
reinforced masonry construction through a first order analysis of scaled models that are being
currently used in order to choose the best practice for the safety, optimization and sustainability of
design.
However, the readings from the experiment could not be scaled to predict the actual seismic
performance of house designs (i.e. at which acceleration the structure would collapse) because of
the difference in the material for construction and the connections between the wall components.
But the quantitative trends in the stability of the structure by varying the wall dimensions (height to
width ratio), the plan layout (square, rectangular, irregular) would provide insight to the
performance of un-reinforced masonry construction.
Experimental Arrangement
Apparatus
Shake table testing has been used extensively in order to determine the stability and strength of
components of un-reinforced masonry construction. However, an alternate to a shake table would
be a simple tilt table that could be used to simulate % of gravity lateral loads that are induced by
earthquakes. This stability experiment has been used previously by Frei Otto for finding forms for
walls, towers, arches, vaults and domes that are stable and earthquake proof. As a part of that
experiment the stability of brick model was investigated by placed the scale model on a turntable
and tilting. It was assumed that the stability of the model for tipping over was the least in the
direction in which it was being tipped. Stability against earthquakes was considered adequate if
the model did not collapse when the disc was tilted at an angle 20-30% (180 -270).
Figure 33: Stability experiment on a brick building with square ground plan
Source: Frei Otto, Bodo Rasch: Finding Form (Towards an architecture of the minimal)
The main apparatus is shown in Figure 2. A protractor calibrated scale was placed close to the
edge to measure the angle of incline. This angle was translated into the critical seismic
acceleration coefficient, i.e. the angle after which the un-reinforced masonry structure would no
longer be stable and displays collapse.
Calibrated scale
with conversion
Placement of
house model
Hinged tilting plate
I I 
Table base made
with plywood
Figure34 : Apparatus for experiment
Simulated earthquake motion
In the case of an earthquake, the ground underneath a building is accelerated and shifted laterally.
The horizontal force on the building is a function of the inertial mass of the building and the value of
acceleration. If lateral displacement is considered to be the primary first order affect of seismic
.
..........................
-
activity then the resultant acceleration of the un-reinforced masonry walls is inclined at an angle 0.
Refer to Figure 1. Thus if the scale model is tilted at an angle 0, the affect on stability would be
similar to that induced by seismic activity. The maximum angle at which the structure could be tilted
without any observable displacement or collapse would be correlated to the highest seismic
acceleration that could be withstood.
Figure 35: Resultant acceleration
The United States Geological Survey has combined a table of intensity descriptions with the
corresponding peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground velocity (PGV) values due to
seismic activity.
Perceived
shaking
Potential
Damage
Peak Acc
(%9g)
Peak Vel
(cm/s)
Weak Light Moderate Strong
None None Verylight Light
.17- 1.4- 3.9-9.2 9.2-
1.4 3.9 18
0.1- 1.1- 3.4-8.1 8.1-
1.1 3.4 16
Figure 36: Intensity table
Source: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/shakemap/background.php
For the purpose of this experiment, these values were used to calculate 8e the corresponding to
the peak accelerations.
0.1-! 0.8- 2.2- 5.25-
0.8 12.2 5.25 10.2
'a' m/s2
Resultant
g' m/2 acceleration
I eo
Model material
The scale models were built using 1" by 9116" by 2" bricks
manufactured by the Bon Tool Co. Each brick weighed an ounce.
Figure 37: Bon Tool Co. Miniature bricks
Source: http:llwww.bontool.comlproductl.asp?P=01-177
The performance of models made out of these bricks would be different to that of un-reinforced
masonry because of the different material characteristics. For example, the mass a component of
un-reinforced masonry would differ to that of the mass of the scaled brick model. Thus a modeled
scaled to life size dimensions would have a different mass and hence different inertial properties.
Secondly, the friction between the different bricks is different to that between the elements in an
un-reinforced masonry wall which is made of stone and mud. The quality of the stone and type of
mortar used would significantly affect the friction. However, this is a first order investigation the
friction between two bricks was investigated. If two bricks, laid directly one on top of the other were
tilted, the top brick slid at e8 = 46* (average value calculated using different bricks).
zmg mg mg
Right before the brick sides the following case holds:
R= mgcose
fR =mgsine
Where R= Reaction force, mg= weight of the brick, fR= friction force, e= tilt angle
Thus f (coefficient of friction)= tane= 1.036
When the brick is placed on the tilt table, the coefficient of friction between the brick and the table
is different. The average value of e0 measured with different trials was 42.8* , thus f= 0.926
Variables tested
1. Layout: Three different layouts were tested including a square, rectangular and an irregular plan.
The dimensions have been provided below:
7" 7"
7" 10"
6"
6"
9"
2. Height to width ratio: The height of these layouts was varied. The three different heights of the
scale models used in the experiment were4", 5 1/8 ", 5 11/16 "
3. Opening: Two different models were tested. The first was a square plan home 7" by 7" floor plan
and 4.5" height with a 2" by 4.5" gap. This was used to simulate a door opening. The second used
the same plan, with two 1" by 1 1/8" openings in opposite walls. These were used to simulate
windows.
Variables measured
1. The angle of tilt was measured e* from which the peak acceleration was calculated
2. The failure of the scale model was also observed.
Values calculated
1. Height to width ratio
2. Peak Acceleration
3. Contact area between bricks
4. Mass of model
5. Scaling of model
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Modes of Failure
Nearly all the models collapsed above the recommended peak acceleration value. However, that
does not correlate to the lack of vulnerability of these structures when subjected to seismic activity.
In fact the performance of the scaled models can not necessarily be scaled to the actual
performance of real life structures. These models did not have a foundation nor a roof. Also the
friction factor between the brick elements was different to that of un-reinforced masonry which
would result in different results for shear between the wall elements in real life. But it can be used
to make predictions of performance and hence provide suggestions for improving the seismicity.
In Experiment 1, 2 and 3 the model failed when the bricks toppled over from
the walls which were parallel to the tilt edge. The wall first deformed by
developing a bulge in the direction of the tilt and then all of a sudden collapsed
when the tilt angle was slightly increased. The perpendicular walls remained
intact, apart from the bricks on the top layer which separated slightly.
In experiments 4 and 5, not all the bricks from the walls parallel to the tilt
edge, tipped out. In fact the bricks at the corners remained in place along with
those that were a part of the perpendicular walls.
In experiment 7 almost the entire wall that contained the gap, collapsed while
also causing the dislocation of bricks at the top layer.
In experiment 8 the wall that had the irregular shape did not collapse first. In
fact the wall the bricks from the wall on the opposite side tipped into the model
when it was being tilted.
Discussion of results:
The results from this experiment could be generalized to some basic assumptions. For a particular
plan, by increasing the height of the wall, the peak acceleration decreases. Secondly, by changing
to plan from square to rectangular for the same height there is a marked drop in the peak
acceleration. Also by adding a gap or opening in a wall the peak acceleration decreased for a scale
model of the same floor plan and weight. However, these are some of the basic principles that
have been mentioned repeatedly before.
Variation of tilt angle with mass and area
35o -
300 -
250 -
200-
150-
100 -
50-
0-
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
tilt angle
* contact area (in2)
* mass (oz)
The correlation between the increasing mass of the structure and the contact surface area between
the bricks and the affect on the tilt angle is interesting to note. The tilt angle has been the highest
for a small contact area and mass and the lowest for a large contact area and mass. However, we
do know that the performance of a masonry structure during an earthquake depends on its stability
(inertial property) and also the ability of the individual elements to resist motion because of the
frictional force. The mode of failure is also determined by the dynamic between the inertial and the
material properties.
Also, the floor plan and the dimensions of the wall are of primary importance. This is the reason for
the variation of the peak acceleration and the different 'height/l width' and 'mass/ area' values. For
example the 7" by 7" model with the different size of openings performs differently even though the
mass/ area and the height/width ratios are nearly equivalent.
-~ ~ I . £4~ --'~I-~-
-
:I*
14 B**Y
0.6 *mass/rea (zlin2
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Variation of tilt angle
0.8
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Conclusion:
This experiment was a first order analysis of the performance of un-reinforced masonry structures.
The tilt table simulated the affect of an earthquake to the first order. However, since earthquakes
are not static and in fact dynamic, the performance of the structures of a tilt table would be
different.
Some clear indications were found from this experiment. They have been prioritized as follows:
1. It is important to reinforce walls especially so that the top of the wall section holds together.
For walls that are load bearing, this becomes crucial since there needs to be a clear (no
missing sections) path to transfer loads from the roof to the foundation.
2. Masonry walls that use rough stones are preferably to those that use smooth and small
stones. The use of wire mesh laid between layers also serves the function. (By increasing
the friction between the masonry elements the separation of the wall elements can be
reduced when subjected to any lateral movement).
3. For structures with openings, the corners should be reinforced (if the opening is a door)
and the opening should be framed by placing lintels at the top and bottom if opening is a
door/ window).
CONCLUSIONS
Achievements of work
This thesis presented an overview of an integrated approach towards making the reconstruction in
the earthquake affected areas of Northern Pakistan more sustainable. The review of shelter
solutions and practical recommendations aimed at showing that there is no 'single best' solution in
terms of shelter design. Rather there are some best practices that could be adopted based on their
affordability, efficiency, use of resources and minimal environmental impact.
The following components have been achieved as part of this work:
* Review of Housing: To understanding of opportunities and limitations in the current
reconstruction process. This was achieved through analyzing:
o The situation of stakeholder participation (Government, aid agencies, NGOs and the local
community involved in the process).
o The feasibility of constructing homes using indigenous technology while providing a
background on the development of traditional construction and its performance during the
earthquake.
o The taxonomy that could be used for differentiating designs based on their success at
addressing sustainability concerns.
o The details of the current reconstruction process. This was achieved through looking at
aspects of owner driven reconstruction supporting local innovations, participatory housing
projects aimed at improving traditional construction, contractor driven reconstruction that
aims to educate regarding safer construction practices or provide quick shelter delivery.
* Design: To provide an overview of some of the construction practices that exist and are being
implemented in the field for the reasons of their efficiency, affordability and resourcefulness.
o The material, cost and construction details for the foundation, framework, wall and roof.
o Sequence of construction
o Four main innovations for improved seismic resistance, thermal efficiency, ventilation and
roof-rainwater harvesting have been presented.
* Structural Test: To provide an understanding of the first order structural performance of un-
reinforced masonry buildings by analyzing quantitative trends in the stability of the structure by
varying the wall dimensions (height to width ratio) and the plan layout (square, rectangular,
irregular).
Overall, while preserving the familiarity of construction; improvements for safety and efficiency
have been made through referring to low-cost materials and simple techniques. On the
environmental front, since the homes would have an increased thermal efficiency, less firewood
would be required for heating. The intervention of fuel efficient and smokeless stoves would also
cut down on the use of firewood and improve indoor health conditions. Consequently, salvaging
wood from previous construction and reducing the demands of timber framework through the
promotion of reinforced masonry walls would also lead to a significant reduction in wood stock
consumption. There would also be chance to address the large loss of livelihood and frustration of
those who's lives have been restricted to tents through participatory development and the training
of the local population in the low- tech manufacturing techniques of adobe blocks and straw panels
and construction of the home itself. All in all, paving the way to address environmental impact and
management problems in post disaster reconstruction and the improvement of living conditions.
Thus reducing the vulnerability and risk for the future generations to come.
Objectives for future work
The research for the project was supported by fieldwork in the earthquake affected areas in
collaboration with NGO's involved with the reconstruction work, along with an extensive review of
literature in the field. Following up on that, further fieldwork would allow the opportunity to discuss
suggestions with those involved with the implementation of improved designs through participatory
involvement in the effected communities while also improving on the current understanding of
demographics, the climatic constraints and the adaptability and success of specific shelter designs
given the demand for housing stock and the type, availability, cost and amount of materials
required for construction.
The opportunity to educate and empower people, affected by the October 2005 earthquake, to
build their own homes and assist in the transition to self-sufficiency in the reconstruction process
could be further achieved through focusing on the dissemination of construction improvements that
could make existing traditional housing safer and more sustainable. The construction of a
demonstration home, provision of training sessions, and distribution of literature would be the key
components for educating the population about improvements in construction, which focus on
efficiency, resourcefulness, affordability, and adaptability. The improvements are the same as
those that have been suggested in this document. These improvements would provide the local
community with options for upgrading their existing shelters that remain within their financial,
social, and environmental constraints.
There is also potential for further structural testing of scaled models of improved seismic designs
for traditional un-reinforced masonry construction being proposed by organizations in the
reconstruction process. The aim would be to test the existing standards in order to choose the best
practice for the safety, optimization and sustainability of design
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APPENDIX 2: ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The environmental impacts that have been identified to this date present a complex dynamic. Firstly, the
earthquake onset landslides in the region as many sites disappeared along the mountain side or were
swallowed into the ground. The first phase consisted of the collapse of exposed soil surfaces. The second
phase could not be prevented on the onset of rain and melting of snow in spring. Why the second phase
was imminent was because the denudation of forest cover for timber and agricultural land clearing over the
last decade has triggered soil destabilization, in turn exacerbating the adverse impacts of landslides. Those
areas with sufficient forest cover have been left somewhat intact, with only a few trees suffering damages
from the magnitude of the earthquake. While the characteristics of mountain slopes have been affected, so
have the drainage basins, streams, rivers and other water bodies. The disturbance in sediment deposition
has resulted in the partial blockage and constriction of water channels. The condition of the watersheds of
the Indus and Jhelum river in the earthquake affected area and in particular of the forest is crucial to the
economy of the whole of Pakistan since two of the major hydropower plants of Mangla and Tarbela are
situated on these rivers .The earthquake itself and the following aftershocks and shifts in land surfaces
along with alterations in the local hyrdrology, have no doubt effected the flora and fauna of the region
because of the change of slope characteristics and water channels but it is very difficult to quantitatively
assess the exact loss to the ecosystems and environmental assets.
One of the most immediate environmental management problems presented by the earthquake is the
disposal of close to 200 tons of rubble and debris created from the damaged or destroyed structures.
Transporting the equipment to site has been a challenge but to clear the land and deposit and transport the
waste to another site has added a whole new dimension. That coupled with un-monitored waste generation
during the reconstruction phase and haphazard sourcing of materials could lead to further environmental
degradation placing the communities at a higher risk than before the earthquake. However, the most
glaring threat has been presented by the unabated harvesting of wood for firewood and poles and timber
for shelter reconstruction. The use of firewood for cooking and heating purposes has been very popular in
the past. The Regional Study on Forestry Policy and Institutional Reforms reported that "the annual
average consumption of firewood per household was 5.713 cubic meters in four northern civil divisions of
NWFP". At the same time the Provincial Forestry Resource Inventory (PFRI) in 2000 concluded that given
the large increment in firewood consumption coupled with the use of timber in construction could exceed
the sustainable supply by 4 million cubic meters annually, and eventually lead to the complete consumption
of wood stocks between 2015 and 2025. This could endanger the biodiversity, climate moderation, soil and
water conservation and supply of commercial goods supported by those forests, which could lead into the
vicious cycle of additional landslides, erosion and floods.
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APPENDIX 5
3. APPROPRIATE PLANNING
The shape, size and layout of the building is important for its seismic safety. Constructions with
Asymmetrical plan and elevation are more vulnerable to earthquake than those having
symmetrical plans elevations.
3.1. Regular shape
Regular shaped e.6k
buildings like square. -e
er ctangular, or circu r own
resist the earthquakes
more effectively as
compared to irregular
buildings and are
therefore preferable in
earthquake prone
areas. uuring the
earthquake moements
the corners of non-
unIIIIII I UUlIUIIyS arili
stressed more and may /"
be damaged. Complex
ais l I cJU UUII UIHy, shall I
therefore be made simple by providing gaps at appropriate locations. Some complex
shapes and their simplified solutions are shown:
3.2. Short walls
In long and narrow buildings, longer wall is weak against earthquake forces and can
easily fall down during an earthquake. Therefore, if long and narrow buildings are
constructed, they should be divided into two or more blocks with sufficient gap between
them. The individual length of separate blocks should not exceed three times its width.
The foundation of these blocks may be connected to each other and separation can be
made only in the superstructure. The other altematives include provision of cross walls
and buttresses as shown below.
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3.3. L-shaped building
L' shaped buildings are irregular and inappropriate. Hawever, small projection can be
allowed, if the projection is less than one-sixth of the width of the building. Altemrnatively
the building may be subdivided using gaps at critical locations as illustrated in section
3.1
ged
3.4. Box Effect
One of the essential principles of earthquake-resistant construction is to use a compact.
box-type layout. Furthermore, all the components of the building such as walls. floor
and roof structure, should be well tied up with each other, so the building could act as a
box during earthquake vibration. The maximum length of wall between cross walls shall
preferably be lirited to 15 ft for an effective box action.
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